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Net
savings
From SaaS to scalability, how can universities keep a tight rein
on their ICT expenses, while still offering students the best digital
experience available? Steve Wright quizzes six experts
Let’s look at the ICT landscape first.
What developments and trends should
universities be aware of over the coming
few years, and how should they make
sure they are responding to them?
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AM: The rise of 5G networks will drive an
improvement in application performance, and lead
to the creation of new applications that will benefit
from the significantly higher speed, latency and
capacity that 5G brings. For the higher education
sector, this will mean a faster, better user experience,
and further engagement with the ‘internet of things’
(IoT), leading to more and more connected devices.
Within the next couple of years, the clamour for IoT
will lead to adaptations in teaching style, as students
begin to rely ever more upon connected devices
such as tablets, smart watches and AI assistants.
One result of this will be an increase in data and,
in turn, the need for more scalable storage, which
lends itself to more utilisation of cloud-based storage
solutions. As storage requirements grow, this can
be flexibly increased, without necessarily having
to worry about additional infrastructure costs.
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RK: Moore’s Law [the principle that the speed and
capability of computers can be expected to double every
two years] is now slowing down. This has an implication
on buying new, because the efficiency gains could only
be incremental, rather than exponential, going forward.
The other major issue is the edge and inherent security
risks involved. The market is becoming increasingly
aware of the need to release patch tests but these may not
be available on all equipment, particularly from other less
security-conscious markets. With the number of students
potentially bringing smart electronics such as electronic
assistants into their halls of residence, IT managers need
to keep abreast of the best security solutions, education
and segmentation to protect all parts of the system.
MC: With the onset of the fourth industrial revolution,
there will be demand for an ‘education 4.0’ to meet
the needs of our future economy. But going back to
basics, universities need to be embedding technology
within the whole university experience for students
and researchers – IT is a big part of that move towards
personalised adapted learning, a more intelligent
pedagogy, and using artificial intelligence.
The fourth industrial revolution means that we must
provide infrastructure for the future, including things
like wayfinding – anticipating where on campus your
students are heading next, and where resources need the
most support or flex. It might seem costly, but this smart
campus technology allows us to create better, adaptive
buildings, with less waste on unsustainable resources.
At Jisc, we’ve been working on how we can use
big data for learning analytics, which is all about that
anticipation of need, through the use of AI. There’s
the potential for interventions to make students’ lives,
as well as their learning environments, better.
MN: Cloud is the most pertinent trend, and it’s emerging
as the most cost-effective way to manage infrastructure
within higher education. It allows a university to
eliminate that cost of running a data centre onsite,
and it can be managed by a cloud provider reducing
time and money spent being managed in-house.

“ICT managers
can be guilty
of overspending to
meet potential
needs. With big
data storage
and highperformance
computing,
you need to
have flexibility
as and when
required”
Mark Clark, Jisc

Some institutions have sunk money into a data
centre fairly recently, and having to write off that
investment may not seem to be in their best interest,
financially, in the short term. But if that’s the case,
it’s worth balancing your budget and considering
if the upfront cost will result in long-term gain.
We’re also noticing a change in attitudes to learning
environments. Every university has a virtual learning
environment (VLE), but not all are running it in the
most efficient way, or to its best potential. It’s important
to have a VLE provider who understands the HE
sector and the needs of the students and staff. They
can advise on the best upgrades and integrations out
there to improve the learning experience for all and
provide optimum value for money for students.

How important – and how feasible – is
it for universities to have a fully scalable
ICT framework, capable of growing in capacity
to suit demand either over time and/or for
specific projects?

RK: I’d say flexibility is just as important as scalability,
if not more so. For networking, the best plan is
to design an architecture that can be modified as
often and as cost-effectively as possible to cope with
fluctuating demand. It’s an approach we increasingly
see at Techbuyer – companies and organisations save
money on component parts like storage and switches,
and save the big spend for the stuff that matters.
We see this approach a lot when it comes to our
configure-to-order server service. Some organisations
choose all new parts, some refurbished, some a
combination of both. This helps them save money for
high-tech projects, such as crypto mining research.
MC: ICT managers can be guilty of over-spending to
meet potential (but never materialising) needs. With big
data storage and high-performance computing, you need
to have flexibility as and when required, which is where
cloud services come in. Data centres onsite and across the
country reduce the capital outlay and operational costs
for institutions, and these frameworks are very scalable.
Cloud-first policies may not always be the best route
for all institutions, though. Some basic software comes
as standard, but as you begin to add some of the more
advanced features, you can end up with unpredictable
costs down the line. It’s best to start out with how
the technology will facilitate the learning or research
of your institution, so you know your parameters.
PB: It’s vital for universities to have scalable
frameworks. Like most businesses, universities
want or need to expand their operations to attract
more students and make more money.
Feasibility-wise, there are plenty of options when
it comes to scalable solutions. By working with the
right partners, universities can have the frameworks
they require today and for the years to come.
AM: Device as a Service (DaaS) and other IT
subscription methods are an easy way to scale up to
suit demand over time, or for specific projects, and
to allow universities to better manage budgets.
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RN: Step one to creating a ‘smart campus’ infrastructure
is to build a connected campus which ties together the
people, devices, things and applications anywhere on
campus. Scale matters here, for while there may be
10,000 students on campus, they may each carry 3–10
devices, each connected to your campus network.
Then, as IoT sensors gain popularity, that could
double the number of connected devices – or more.
MN: Scalability is very important, and it’s
entirely possible for universities to achieve
with the technology that’s out there.
I have found that a lot of HE IT departments are trying
to operate scalability on an infrastructure they have built
themselves. The world of cloud, Software as a Service
(SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS), have not yet
been fully outsourced by these organisations. However,
one of the major advantages of outsourcing that to a
provider is that you can easily scale it up for growth.
Equally, you don’t want to be tied in should your needs
be reduced in a particular area. During the summer
holidays, or a particularly quiet period, why should
you be tied into IT capacity that you now don’t need?
You want to be able to flex up and down, and one of
the ways to do that is to use a pay-as-you-use supplier.

Can you recommend some
useful cost-saving solutions?

MC: Universities and colleges have banked on bring
your own device (BYOD) for some time, although
some institutions are better than others at saving
costs here. Cloud services really can help add to
the cost savings and compatibility issues when it
comes to students using their own devices, as well
as those provided by the institutions themselves.
The caveat to all this, of course, is security:
are you going to be opening yourself up to
malware through student devices?
On-campus IT security implications need
to be managed, which is why Jisc provides a

security vulnerability assessment and information
service to overcome these hurdles.
PB: Operating costs such as heating, lighting and
security all provide opportunities for savvy universities
to invest in ICT to save over a period of time.
For example, by deploying full-fibre infrastructure you
can provide ultrafast internet connectivity for students
– but also use the same infrastructure to deploy smart
technology to buildings. This can include heating and
lighting sensors which can monitor activity within a
building or room and adjust temperature and lighting
accordingly, resulting in savings when the room is empty.
While there is an initial outlay for the cost of
equipment, the infrastructure is already in place,
reducing the cost of install. Management and
support for these devices can be provided by the
connectivity supplier, again reducing the cost
by having only one maintenance contract.
Another example would be the monitoring of
water temperature. Any building, such as student
accommodation, that has shared hot water is required
by law to check the temperature periodically to
prevent the development of legionella bacteria.
This is a time-consuming task, requiring a
designated employee or contractor. Technology
now exists to allow the temperature to be measured,
monitored and reported by inline sensors – saving
labour costs and, as alerts can be set should
temperatures drop, bringing safety benefits too.
AM: BYOD has been a buzz acronym for quite some time,
and in the ideal world it is a way to save on device cost.
The pitfalls here, however, can quickly outweigh
the benefits. What happens if the device fails or is
forgotten? What about application incompatibility?
A laptop loan programme can remedy this
issue, and has already been implemented in many
universities. Students can access a locker, using
their ID card, and borrow a laptop for a period of
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time. To keep the cost down even further, these
devices could be Chromebooks – inexpensive,
secure, and extremely mobile laptop devices.
RN: A number of cost savings may be possible. One
infrastructure can deploy and manage wired, wireless,
IoT and mobile simultaneously; citizens broadband
radio service (CBRS) may one day replace distributed
antenna systems (DAS) and allow a neutral host LTE
which deploys like Wi-Fi, and could complement
or replace DAS deployments; there may be cost
savings from building automation, which conserves
labour and utilities like electricity; and the same
infrastructure which enables building automation
can be leveraged to provide new student services
and learning tools, or improve campus safety.
MN: Cost saving shouldn’t intrinsically come
down to purchasing new technology: rather, it’s
about optimising your processes and then fitting
technology solutions to streamline your best practice
processes. This then fi lters down to all sectors of
an organisation: HR, finance, IT, recruitment and
registrations. There are all sorts of ways in which
technology can support cost savings and efficiencies.
I don’t think certain supposed cost-saving solutions,
such as BYOD, always reap the benefits they promise.
Yes, if staff and students bring their own devices,
the university won’t have to buy them one: however,
having an infrastructure that is compatible with a
whole range of devices may well cost you more.

Are there ways in which ICT provision can be
monetised (eg offering students different internet
capacity/bandwidth at different tariffs)?
RK: It’s possible, but likely to make the institution
unpopular with its students. For online learners,
who are already sacrificing face-to-face teaching
while still paying sizeable fees, adding more to
their bill in the form of higher network charges
would not be a good business decision.
A smarter approach would be to save money overall
on the system design, using third-party or refurbished
components where possible. A 2017 report called How
to Avoid The Biggest Ripoff in Networking pointed out that
transceivers account for 10–15% of network capital
spending, and that significant savings can be made
using non-branded versions of these: essentially the
same, but with out-the-door prices typically 80–90%
lower than list prices from major manufacturers.
There are also monetisation opportunities at
the decommissioning stage. The top-end IT asset
disposal companies will offer cash returns on IT
equipment that they are able to refurbish and redeliver
to the secondary market. Security is an issue, so
you need to look for companies that have relevant
ISO qualifications 9001, 14001 and 27001 and are
also able to demonstrate permanent data erasure.
PB: Definitely. At PCCW Global we do offer
a range of speeds to students across most of our
customer sites. Some students are quite happy with
the base speed (say, 50Mbps) whereas others who
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want or need higher bandwidth are happy to pay a
small charge to have up to 1Gbps. Depending on
the contract, it could be possible to share revenue
from this with the university should they wish.
RN: Absolutely. In fact, we are in discussions with
a few universities on business models for their early
adoption of CBRS for private LTE. These entail the
university either purchasing their own CBRS LTE
network, or licensing the network from a mobile
virtual network operator (MVNO), then offering
voice and data to their students at a subsidised cost.
In other words, the students purchase handsets and
low-cost plans from the MVNO, with unlimited data
and optimum service everywhere on campus – especially
in residence halls. The handsets simply roam to other
participating LTE networks outside of campus, and
roam seamlessly between. The campus could receive
a portion of the plan payments from students to the
MVNO, thus helping monetise their network.
AM: I think monetising ICT provision could lead to
issues. In any university, you will have students from
differing backgrounds – you couldn’t have a situation
where students from a more privileged background
get access to better provision. Each student is, in
effect, a paying customer – and expects a high level
of provision, especially when it comes to ICT.
MN: Fundamentally, when it comes to accessing
the learning system, there has to be a basic level of
ICT provision for students and it has to work as
efficiently as possible, so I think it would be unwise
to monetise standard services such as internet
access. Having a decent ICT provision for students
is just the cost of running your institution.
One way, though, in which universities could
look at monetising their provision without affecting
students is by outsourcing particular IT skills or
offerings to other institutions. Say, for example, that
your organisation has developed a brilliant in-house
analytics system: you could then offer that system to
another university or educational organisation.
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“I think it
would be
unwise to
monetise
standard
services such as
internet access.
Having a decent
ICT provision
for students is
just the cost of
running your
institution.”
Mark Newton,
CoSector

How should universities balance budgets while
also future-proofing their ICT? Does more durable
always mean more expensive?
RK: I don’t think that durability and cost-effectiveness
are necessarily incompatible. A big reason why
larger data centres buy new servers is around
the customer support, rather than the inherent
reliability of the equipment. New equipment comes
with standard three-year warranty and service
contracts that guarantee delivery and installation
of spare parts within a very limited timeframe.
However, you tend to pay a premium for this, and
it’s a cost that many experienced IT managers avoid
wherever they can. Buying refurbished parts, or
spares from a secondary supplier willing to provide
a three-year warranty, fast delivery on spares and
sensible return policies essentially gives customers
the same peace of mind at a vastly reduced price.
There is a limited lifespan on mechanical parts
– however, a lot of components coming onto the
second-hand market have never been used. An
example might be an SSD that has been used as
part of a failover system that never got switched on.
Choosing this option over factory-sealed means you
can buy effectively new equipment from your preferred
brand such as HP or Dell at a much lower price.
MC: It is difficult to make a call on where to invest, but
it becomes more difficult if you’re thinking about your
hardware systems, not your strategic objectives. If you
lead with the strategy rather than the technical trends,
and take an approach where the hardware can have

flexible applications, then you’re starting from a good
place. Investing in the digital capabilities of staff and
students also helps to future-proof your ICT resources
for years to come. It’s not all about the machines.
PB: There’s often a balance to be struck between
the cost of a project and its longevity. However,
when it comes to the base infrastructure, the
argument for future-proofing is compelling.
If a university is going to go to the cost and trouble
of providing a broadband solution to an existing
accommodation block, that’s potentially quite disruptive.
Running cabling and providing access points will
inevitably involve significant work to open up risers,
ceilings, drilling holes etc. This sort of work can only be
done during a small window when students are not in the
building. If you choose to run copper cabling throughout
a building, it’s more disruptive to install and ultimately
has capacity and speed limitations. Fibre optic cabling
is, firstly, far less intrusive to fit, requiring smaller holes
and less infrastructure overall – plus it’s good for much
higher speeds and additional services in the future.
AM: Future-proofing as far as is economically viable
is the key. Underspend and you risk problems,
as devices struggle to cope with newer apps.
Conversely, you can over-spec the device and pay extra
now, with no guarantee that the device will ever be used
to its full capability. A mixed approach to devices is best.
RN: Great question! One constant during my years
serving the higher education market has been that
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MN: I find that approach a bit old-fashioned. Historically,
it was thought that purchasing a more expensive
system future-proofed your organisation. These
days, universities want a more agile system, based on
how you pass data between systems, rather than the
physical interfaces or integrations between systems.
It’s important to map your systems and your data and
your data flows between those systems, and until you
do that you won’t fully understand the right solutions
for your needs. This can be complicated, though,
and it’s important to seek help from your provider.
It’s not about spending money, rather understanding
how to evolve and keep updating. The danger is that you
can embark on a big expensive project with all the latest
equipment, but the systems it has to talk to develop and
upgrade – and, within months, it needs updating again.

What is the minimum that a university should be
offering its students in terms of its ICT provision?
RK: A service that is secure and fit for purpose.
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It should be designed so that students have the capability
they need to carry out their studies and the peace of
mind of knowing the university systems are secure.
MC: As a minimum, students need a safe environment
that allows them to have access to managed internet
services, all the way up to, well, the sky’s the limit.
A whole campus with seamlessly interoperable systems,
where learning materials, assessment and administration
are all interlinked is the ideal, but costly – although it is
something we should be striving for. Again, this comes
back to the vision for the institution and how ICT should
support the learning and research aims from the outset.
MN: The very minimum universities should offer is
great connectivity. Wherever you are on campus, remote
connectivity from your living space, easy access to the
systems, learning environments and being able to access
those from multiple devices. Further to that, students
now expect the ability to consume content within the
learning system in a way that suits their learning style.
If you’re not doing this at the very least, you are
at some level not delivering the best learner journey
for your students. It’s always worth asking for
feedback from your learning environment provider
to see if you’re meeting these requirements.

Panellist
websites
Techbuyer
www.techbuyer.com
Jisc
jisc.ac.uk
PCCW Global
Networks
www.pccwglobal.
com
Ruckus Networks
www.ruckuswireless.
com
Stone Group
https://www.
stonegroup.co.uk/
CoSector, University
of London
https://cosector.com/

Should ICT systems be updated on
a piecemeal basis, or via more radical
overhauls every few years?

RK: Universities are under pressure to meet multiple
IT demands with a restricted IT budget. One way
around this is to carry out a rolling upgrade process
over three or four years. It spreads the cost out in a more
predictable way and is less hassle for the IT department.
It also means that there are options for carrying out an
in-house ‘refurbishment’ process, stripping equipment
down to component parts, reusing where possible, and
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network demand continues to grow faster than expected.
IT teams know this and can probably quote you how
often their bandwidth needs doubling – every two to
three years? Students carry more connected devices,
those devices are more capable, students consume
and create more video than ever, plus IoT for OT/
IT (operational technology/information technology)
confluence is all pointing to continued network growth.
The key is to design systems that scale. Which
doesn’t mean replacing entry-level with mid-range
products, or mid-range with high-end products.
Rather, ‘scalable’ means ‘designed to support increased
bandwidth over time’. For example, this could translate
to stackable switching, or a software licence to enable
higher throughput, or a module added in situ to
increase throughput. There is no re-architecting,
or rip-and-replacing in a scalable approach.
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only buying what the institution actually needs. The
only slight bump in the road is data erasure, which
many institutions are not set up to carry out safely.
Universities are also under pressure to have
sustainability in mind with every decision they
make, and IT is no exception. Only 15% of e-waste
is recycled and so throwing away your server or
component parts after a few years is not sustainable.
We at Techbuyer are members of EAUC, the
sustainability champion for UK universities and
colleges, and are working closely with them to drive
IT sustainability to the heart of higher education.

“A planned,
phased
programme of
improvement
is preferable
to ‘tearing up
the plan’ and
restarting every
few years”
Antony Mellor,
Stone Group

MC: All ICT should be updated in a piecemeal way
when it comes to patching and security updates,
but there are occasions when this won’t be enough.
At the moment I’m working with an institution
and looking at a fairly radical overhaul of their
network – in this instance it seems more sensible to
change everything, but this kind of update is a ‘once
every 10 years’ affair, which a long time in ICT.
PB: I think this depends on the funds available
and the institution’s road map for IT provision.
Infrastructure is the most critical area here. This
forms the basis of the whole system offered, so it
needs to be robust and scalable. If the infrastructure
is reaching capacity or has limited opportunity to
expand, then a radical overhaul is necessary.
This will provide a future-proofed infrastructure
that will be good for many years. Items such as
terminals, firewalls and other appliances will typically
have a life of three to five years, whereas good
infrastructure may have a life of 25 or even more.
AM: A planned, phased programme of maintenance and
improvement is preferable to ‘tearing up the plan’ and
restarting every few years. What if, in a few years, the
budget isn’t available? By planning your way forward,
and budget-allowing, you should be able to maintain

‘good’. While this may mean your provision is not
always ‘perfect’, it will ensure that you’re able to move
in line with technological changes, respond to new
challenges, and to maintain a level of progression.
RN: While it is tempting to think of updating
ICT systems all at once, there are several practical
considerations which lend themselves to the
piecemeal approach. For example, a university’s
department may only update a particular college
or school when that college budgets and requests
an overhaul.
What’s more, that project may be limited
to one aspect of the client’s ICT (for example
switching, Wi-Fi, voice systems, etcetera).
There are system interdependencies – so
overhauling your core switching and data centre
may come first, followed by edge switching,
followed by WLAN, followed by voice, etc.
Then different systems have different life cycles.
For example, switches may last 7–10 years, while
WLAN upgrades typically occur every 3 to 5 years.
Finally, practically speaking, how large a project can
one IT team successfully deploy in a given summer?
New construction or remodelling are typical catalysts
for updates and trials in a piecemeal fashion.
MN: Ideally, you should be planning and constantly
evolving your system. You need to build that into
your operational budget. This can often pose a
challenge because the capital budget dictates
an ‘is it broken, do you need to replace
it?’ approach, but there are some services
that constantly need to be refreshed.
Somehow, it’s building into your normal
business an environment where you’re continually
upgrading, improving and developing your
system. That becomes easier when you move
some of your key systems into the cloud, and
you’re not tied to your existing data centre.

KRAMER LEADS THE WAY WITH EDUCATION SOLUTIONS
oday’s classrooms, lecturers and, of
course, students, can benefit from
technology like never before.
Kramer, which has been providing
market-leading solutions since 1981,
helps colleges and universities empower
teachers with smart AV solutions that
optimise the learning experience.
To help keep students focused and
engaged, lecturers should have effortless
control over both the room and the AV
experience. Kramer’s cloud-based Control
platform lets integrators design advanced,
user-friendly control systems for lecture
halls. With the Kramer KT-107 touch panel,
or any iOS or Android tablet, presenters
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can control any element in the room such as
lights, screens, sound, HVAC, thermostats,
and any new or legacy AV system.
Kramer also helps lecturers better engage
their students using the smartphones,
tablets and laptops students bring to the
lecture hall. With any device, students
can wirelessly connect to the lecture’s AV
environment, view the main display on
their device, mirror their device to the main
display, share any size file, and use the main
display as a whiteboard. Lecturers can also
stream smooth full-frame HD video.

www.kramerav.com/solutions/
education

David Margolin, VP marketing for Kramer
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